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VSB proposes to sell QE Annex land to pay $30M to upgrade UBC’s NRC building.
But in 2005 UBC committed to build the facility, even without government funds. 

 
On January 12 the VSB proposed to close Queen Elizabeth Annex to sell the land, then to use the 
funds to pay for $30 million upgrades to the National Research Council (NRC) building at UBC. The 
key issue VSB wants to address is facilities -- both new facilities for UBC K-12 students, and seismic 
upgrades of existing facilities at Vancouver and U-Hill schools. 
 
UBC development is authorized under Metro Vancouver (formerly GVRD) bylaw 840 (1996).  This 
bylaw is implemented through formal community plans (plans available at www.planning.ubc.ca).  
These plans provide specific commitments for UBC to provide two new school facilities. 
 
UBC committed to provide a temporary K-3 school facility.  This was provided on page 63 of the 
2000 Comprehensive Community Plan.  UBC never provided a temporary K-3 facility.  If UBC 
had built the temporary facility, then VSB would now have much more flexibility to implement seismic 
upgrades in a timely manner and with less disruption of students.   U-Hill primary and secondary 
schools, QE Main school, Jules Quesnel, and QE Annex students would be less disrupted if UBC had 
kept its commitment to build the temporary K-3 facility. Furthermore, many UBC families would be 
dealing with much shorter daily commutes at the present time. 
 
UBC committed to build a permanent K-12 school facility on campus even without government 
funding.  This was provided on page 13 of the 2005 South Campus Community Plan.  Government 
funding is not available, and still UBC will not build a facility.  Instead UBC demands that VSB 
commit to pay $30 million to upgrade the NRC.  To make matters worse, UBC demands a funding 
commitment by March.  While the focus is on the NRC building, UBC's commitment was actually 
independent of whether the NRC building was available for school use or not. 
 

In summary, VSB should not have to pay for a UBC school facility when facilities 
have already been committed and funded through UBC development.  Whether QE 
Annex should be closed, upgraded, relocated, reconfigured, or rebuilt is a separate 
issue.  UBC committed to provide both temporary and permanent school facilities.  
It is not doing so, and now the VSB wants to sell public land to pay $30M to UBC. 

 
As these facility deficiencies fall under Metro Vancouver bylaws, due process is to bring these issues 
to the appropriate Metro Vancouver committee and the Board.  At the present time, Metro Vancouver 
has not established committees for 2008 (see www.gvrd.bc.ca/board/index.htm or contact Klara 
Kutakova), and none will be set or scheduled until the end of January at the earliest.  Once scheduled, 
bylaws require delegation applications 9 business days in advance.  Nobody can be heard by the 
relevant committee and Board on this issue until March or later (some committees meet quarterly).   
 

VSB’s proposal to close and sell QE Annex land has implications for multiple generations 
of community members, while allowing only 35 days of public consultation.  Therefore it 
is essential that VSB extend the public consultation period to allow due process.   

 
VSB Trustees: allen.blakey@vsb.bc.ca, ken.denike@vsb.bc.ca, carol.gibson@vsb.bc.ca, don.lee@vsb.bc.ca,   

eleanor.gregory@vsb.bc.ca, sharon.gregson@vsb.bc.ca, clarence.hansen@vsb.bc.ca, 
allan.wong@vsb.bc.ca, shirley.wong@vsb.bc.ca 

UBC:   stephen.owen@ubc.ca 
MLA:    colin.hansen.mla@leg.bc.ca 
Education Minister:  minister.educ@gov.bc.ca  
Questions?  build.the.school@gmail.com
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